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Fast genus 2 arithmetic based on Theta functions
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Communicated by Gerhard Frey
Abstract. In 1986, D. V. Chudnovsky and G. V. Chudnovsky proposed to use formulae coming from
Theta functions for the arithmetic in Jacobians of genus 2 curves. We follow this idea and derive fast
formulae for the scalar multiplication in the Kummer surface associated to a genus 2 curve, using a
Montgomery ladder. Our formulae can be used to design very efficient genus 2 cryptosystems that
should be faster than elliptic curve cryptosystems in some hardware configurations.
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1 Introduction
In 1986 D. V. Chudnovsky and G. V. Chudnovsky [4] published an article contain-
ing many formulae for computing in an elliptic curve, with a view towards primality
proving and factorization. At the very end of the paper, they mention that it might be
interesting to look at genus 2 curves and they give some formulae for the duplication
on the associated Kummer surface. This is the starting point of the work we present
here. Our goal is to fill in all the details of their approach, in order to obtain useful
formulae for cryptographic applications.
The first important point is that we do not work in the Jacobian of a genus 2 curve
but in the Kummer surface associated to it. The Kummer surface is a variety obtained
by grouping together two opposite points of the Jacobian of a genus 2 curve. More
precisely, there is a map J(C) → K such that each point of K has two preimages and
these preimages are opposite elements of J(C). There are 16 exceptions that correspond
to the 16 two-torsion points. Indeed a 2-torsion point is its own opposite by definition.
Hence the Kummer surface is the hyperelliptic equivalent of working only with the
abscissa of the points of an elliptic curve. Some information is lost, but on the other
hand the arithmetic can be sped-up. The Kummer surface does not naturally come
with a group structure. However the group law on the Jacobian endows a pseudo-group
structure on the Kummer surface that is sufficient to define a scalar multiplication. This
is done classically with a so-called Montgomery ladder (the classical binary method for
the evaluation of Lucas sequences). For elliptic curves, the Montgomery ladder with
abscissa only representation is widely used. A first generalization to Kummer surfaces
of genus 2 curves was given [17] in 1999, and recently there has been some more work
in that direction [5, 12].
In our case, following Chudnovsky and Chudnovsky, we use formulae for the arith-
metic in the Kummer surface that comes from the theory of Theta functions. There are
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some advantages and some drawbacks of this approach. The main advantage is that
the formulae are compact, elegant and very efficient compared to the formulae that are
derived from Cantor’s algorithm [2] or from the bilinear maps of [3]. The main draw-
back is that the formulae with Theta functions are valid a priori only over the complex
numbers. Some work is required to apply them over a finite field and there is some
rationality issue; in particular the two-torsion points must all be defined over the base
field.
In the end, we obtain formulae that yield very competitive genus 2 cryptosystems.
The operation count implies that these should beat elliptic curve cryptosystems in many
contexts and in particular in cases where a Montgomery ladder has to be used. In
constraint environments where doubling the size of the base field costs a big penalty,
we expect our formulae to give a speedup of at least of factor of 2.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we recall the definitions of Theta
functions and of Theta constants in genus 2. In Section 3, we define the Kummer
surface and give the formulae for the pseudo-group law that allow a fast scalar multi-
plication. In Section 4, we give some explicit algebraic formulae that relate a Kummer
surface and the underlying genus 2 curve. We also give an explicit map from the
Kummer surface to the Jacobian of that curve. In Section 5 we apply these results
to cryptography; this includes some considerations about the validity of our formulae
over finite fields. All the formulae that we use are known or are direct consequences
of classical formulae. For the convenience of the reader we group some of them in an
appendix where precise references are given for proofs.
2 Theta functions and theta constants in genus 2
We adopt the notations of Mumford’s books [14, 15]. Let Ω be a matrix in the 2-
dimensional Siegel upper-half-space H2, the set of symmetric 2 × 2 complex matrices
with positive definite imaginary part. The Riemann Theta function is a function asso-
ciated to Ω from C2 to C, defined for z ∈ C2 by
ϑ(z, Ω) =
∑
n∈Z2
exp
(
πi tnΩn + 2πi tn · z
)
.
Remember that n and z are 2-dimensional (column) vectors and that the products in-
volved in the formula are matrix products. The fact that the imaginary part of Ω is
positive makes the series convergent, and even absolutely convergent over any com-
pact, so that the function is analytic [14, page 118].
Of great interest are also the Theta functions with characteristics: up to a simple
exponential factor, they are translates of ϑ. Let a and b be two vectors in Q2, we define
ϑ[a; b](z, Ω) = exp
(
πi taΩa + 2πi ta · (z + b)
)
· ϑ(z + Ωa + b, Ω).
A scalar obtained by evaluating a Theta function with characteristic at z = (0, 0) is
called a Theta constant.
In the following, we shall concentrate on the characteristics [a; b] where a and b are
vectors whose entries are in {0, 1
2
}. There are 16 of them, yielding 16 Theta functions
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with characteristics and 16 Theta constants. Among them, 10 are even and 6 are odd;
indeed, according to [14, page 167], we have
ϑ[a; b](−z, Ω) = (−1)4 ta·bϑ[a; b](z, Ω).
Obviously, the 6 odd Theta functions with characteristics give trivial Theta constants.
For a fixed Ω in H2, we give shorter names to the 16 Theta functions with characteris-
tics: we denote them simply by ϑi(z), where i is in [1, 10] for the even functions and i
is in [11, 16] for the odd functions. The full correspondence for the 16 characteristics
is given in the appendix. In the main part of the paper, we shall use only 4 of them that
we call fundamental Theta functions:
ϑ1(z) = ϑ[(0, 0); (0, 0)](z, Ω)
ϑ2(z) = ϑ[(0, 0); (
1
2
, 1
2
)](z, Ω)
ϑ3(z) = ϑ[(0, 0); (
1
2
, 0)](z, Ω)
ϑ4(z) = ϑ[(0, 0); (0,
1
2
)](z, Ω).
We will also need 4 other Theta functions, that are evaluated at 2Ω. We denote them
with the capital letter Θ:
Θ1(z) = ϑ[(0, 0); (0, 0)](z, 2Ω)
Θ2(z) = ϑ[(
1
2
, 1
2
); (0, 0)](z, 2Ω)
Θ3(z) = ϑ[(0,
1
2
); (0, 0)](z, 2Ω)
Θ4(z) = ϑ[(
1
2
, 0); (0, 0)](z, 2Ω).
Since the functions ϑi are associated to the matrix Ω and the functions Θi are associ-
ated to the matrix 2Ω, there are two abelian varieties involved, that are (2, 2)-isogenous.
3 Pseudo-group law on a Kummer surface
3.1 Definition and equation of the Kummer surface
Definition 3.1. Let Ω in H2. The Kummer surface associated to Ω is the locus of the
images by the map ϕ from C2 to P3(C) defined by
ϕ : z 7→ (ϑ1(2z), ϑ2(2z), ϑ3(2z), ϑ4(2z)) .
It can be proven that this map is well defined in the sense that the four ϑi cannot
vanish simultaneously. Furthermore, the Theta functions verify the following periodic-
ity condition: for all z in C2, for all b in {0, 1
2
}2, and for all (m,n) in Z2 ×Z2, we have
(see [14, page 123])
ϑ[0; b](z + Ωm + n) = exp(−2iπtb · m − iπtmΩm − 2iπtm · z) · ϑ[0; b](z).
Therefore two vectors that differ by an element of the lattice Z2 + ΩZ2 are mapped to
the same point by ϕ. This map is then to be seen as a map from the abelian variety
C2/(Z2 + ΩZ2).
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An additional result is that the Kummer surface of Ω is a projective variety of di-
mension 2 (hence the denomination “surface”), that we denote by K(Ω) or simply K if
there is no ambiguity.
All these results have a theoretical foundation that is described for instance in [11,
Chapter 10]. However, the formulae that we use in this paper give an explicit version
of all the results that we need. For instance, the fact that all the even functions can
be deduced from (ϑ1(z), ϑ2(z), ϑ3(z), ϑ4(z)) allows us to find explicit maps between
points of the Kummer surface and the Jacobian of an associated hyperelliptic curve
(see Section 4).
The group law on the abelian variety C2/(Z2 + ΩZ2) does not transport completely
into a group law on K. Indeed, since all the ϑi are even, ϕ is even and maps two
opposite elements to the same point in K. However, we shall see that this is essentially
the only obstruction for the map ϕ to be made a group homomorphism.
Assume that we have precomputed the Theta constants ϑi(0) and Θi(0), and that we
are given the four coordinates of ϕ(z) for some z in C2, but z is unknown to us. Then it
possible to compute the four coordinates of ϕ(2z) using the duplication formulae given
below. Hence doubling on K is well defined.
On the other hand, if we are given ϕ(z) and ϕ(z′) in K for two different unknown
vectors z and z′, it is not possible to decide whether the first point comes from z or
from −z and similarly whether the second point comes from z′ or from −z′. Hence
the sum in K is ill-defined since we can not choose between computing ϕ(z + z′) and
ϕ(z − z′), which are in general different. Still if one of ϕ(z + z′) and ϕ(z − z′) is
known, the other can be deduced, again with some analytic addition formulae. We will
come back to this later in this section.
In the end, our goal is to work algebraically and not analytically, therefore it is
first necessary to obtain an algebraic equation for K. It is not obvious that such an
equation exists, since ϑ(z) is a transcendental function. Still, this is a very classical
result already known in 19-th century.
We shall consider a Kummer surface K = Ka,b,c,d parametrized by the Theta con-
stants:
a = ϑ1(0), b = ϑ2(0), c = ϑ3(0), d = ϑ4(0),
and
A = Θ1(0), B = Θ2(0), C = Θ3(0), D = Θ4(0).
Their squares are linked by simple linear relations that are obtained by putting z = 0
in equations (7.2) in the appendix:
4A2 = a2 + b2 + c2 + d2,
4B2 = a2 + b2 − c2 − d2,
4C2 = a2 − b2 + c2 − d2,
4D2 = a2 − b2 − c2 + d2.
(3.1)
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We write (x, y, z, t) the projective coordinates of a point on K, that is
x = λϑ1(z), y = λϑ2(z), z = λϑ3(z), d = λϑ4(z),
for some z in C2 and some λ in C∗. Then a projective equation of K can be derived by
combining a few Frobenius identities [15, Section 7, Chapter IIIa]. We obtain
(x4 +y4 +z4 + t4)+2Exyzt−F (x2t2 +y2z2)−G(x2z2 +y2t2)−H(x2y2 +z2t2) = 0,
where
E = 256 abcdA2B2C2D2/(a2d2 − b2c2)(a2c2 − b2d2)(a2b2 − c2d2)
F = (a4 − b4 − c4 + d4)/(a2d2 − b2c2)
G = (a4 − b4 + c4 − d4)/(a2c2 − b2d2)
H = (a4 + b4 − c4 − d4)/(a2b2 − c2d2).
Note that since A2, B2, C2, D2 can be deduced linearly from a2, b2, c2, d2, the equation
of K is fixed, once given a, b, c, d.
Hence the constants E, F , G, H can be precomputed for each new curve we want to
work with.
Remark 3.2. The equation for K involves some denominators that could vanish. In
fact, these denominators are products of even Theta constants (for instance a2d2 − b2c2
equals ϑ5(0)2ϑ6(0)2, see the appendix). The values of Ω for which one of the even
Theta constants vanishes are exceptional. Indeed, in [10, Chapter 9, Proposition 2] it
is proven that the product of the even Theta constants vanishes exactly at the matrices
Ω that are diagonal up to the action of Sp(4, Z), that is to say for abelian varieties that
are isomorphic to a product of elliptic curves. This leads us to the following genericity
condition that we will assume to be true in the sequel.
Genericity Condition 1. Four scalars a, b, c, d verify the Genericity Condition 1 if they
are non zero and the 6 other even Theta constants that can be deduced if (a, b, c, d) =
(ϑi(0))i=1,2,3,4, are also non zero.
Remark 3.3. As the notation Ka,b,c,d and the Genericity Condition 1 suggest, our input
will often be the scalars a, b, c, d instead of a matrix Ω in H2. This raises the question
of the existence of such a Ω for which (a, b, c, d) = (ϑi(0))i=1,2,3,4. In general this is
false, if we ask those two 4-uples to be equal. However, if we ask just those two 4-uples
to represent the same point in the projective space P3, then this is true in general. Up to
now, all the formulae are homogeneous, so that the projective equality is enough. This
is also true for the sequel. Therefore there is no problem in starting from the scalars a,
b, c, d, for what we aim at.
3.2 Pseudo-group formulae
In the duplication formulae of Section 7.2 of the appendix that we want to use now, we
see that there are some problems if the Theta constants vanish, but also if A, B, C, D
vanish. Therefore we strengthen our genericity assumptions.
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Genericity Condition 2. Four scalars a, b, c, d verify the Genericity Condition 2 if
they verify the Genericity Condition 1 and furthermore A, B, C, D that are deduced
from them using equations (3.1) are not zero.
Let K = Ka,b,c,d be a Kummer surface that verifies the Genericity Condition 2. We
fix the following constants, that can be precomputed:
y0 = a/b, z0 = a/c, t0 = a/d,
and
y′0 = (A/B)
2, z′0 = (A/C)
2, t′0 = (A/D)
2.
Doubling Algorithm: DoubleKummer(P )
Input: A point P = (x, y, z, t) on K;
Output: The double 2P = (X, Y, Z, T ) in K.
1. x′ = (x2 + y2 + z2 + t2)2;
2. y′ = y′0(x
2 + y2 − z2 − t2)2;
3. z′ = z′0(x
2 − y2 + z2 − t2)2;
4. t′ = t′0(x
2 − y2 − z2 + t2)2;
5. X = (x′ + y′ + z′ + t′);
6. Y = y0(x′ + y′ − z′ − t′);
7. Z = z0(x′ − y′ + z′ − t′);
8. T = t0(x′ − y′ − z′ + t′);
9. Return (X, Y, Z, T ).
The cost of the doubling algorithm is 8 squarings and 6 products by fixed constants.
In Chudnovsky’s paper [4, page 430], the formulae are slightly different. They corre-
spond to taking x = ϑ1(z)2, y = ϑ2(z)2, etc.
Pseudo-addition Algorithm: PseudoAddKummer(P,Q,R)
Input: Two points P = (x, y, z, t) and Q = (x, y, z, t) on K and R = (x̄, ȳ, z̄, t̄) one
of P + Q and P − Q, with x̄ȳz̄t̄ 6= 0.
Output: The point (X, Y, Z, T ) in K among P + Q and P −Q which is different from
R.
1. x′ = (x2 + y2 + z2 + t2)(x2 + y2 + z2 + t2);
2. y′ = y′0(x
2 + y2 − z2 − t2)(x2 + y2 − z2 − t2);
3. z′ = z′0(x
2 − y2 + z2 − t2)(x2 − y2 + z2 − t2);
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4. t′ = t′0(x
2 − y2 − z2 + t2)(x2 − y2 − z2 + t2);
5. X = (x′ + y′ + z′ + t′)/x̄;
6. Y = (x′ + y′ − z′ − t′)/ȳ;
7. Z = (x′ − y′ + z′ − t′)/z̄;
8. T = (x′ − y′ − z′ + t′)/t̄;
9. Return (X, Y, Z, T ).
The cost of the pseudo-addition algorithm is of 8 squarings, 7 products, and 4 divi-
sions. Of course, as we are dealing with projective coordinates, these 4 divisions can
be replaced by 10 products.
Remark 3.4. If R has a coordinate which is zero, then the Pseudo-addition Algorithm
does not work. This is a major problem of this approach. Fortunately, for the scalar
multiplication algorithm, the point R is always the same, so that we can check at the
beginning that the computation is possible.
Remark 3.5. The pseudo-group law that we just described is somewhat surprising,
because it heavily relies on a (2,2)-isogenous abelian variety for the computation: for
the doubling, the point is pushed through isogenies back and forth, thus obtaining a
multiplication by 2 map. In the classical Cantor’s group law for doubling elements of
the Jacobian of a hyperelliptic curve, the decomposition of the multiplication by 2 map
into isogenies is not at all visible. Therefore the formulae are inherently different. The
really interesting fact is that also the (pseudo-)addition makes use of this step trough
an isogenous variety.
3.3 Scalar multiplication in the Kummer surface
Scalar multiplication is well-defined in the Kummer surface, since the pseudo-group
law is sufficient, as we recall now. This is similar to the situation with elliptic curves,
where it is possible to compute the abscissa of n times a point for which only the
abscissa is known.
Let P be a known point on K. Assume that we also know nP and (n+1)P for some
integer n > 0. Then the difference between (n + 1)P and nP is known, and we can
use the pseudo-addition algorithm to compute their sum (2n + 1)P . Furthermore, by
doubling nP or (n+1)P , we can compute 2nP or (2n+2)P . Hence, a binary powering
algorithm can be designed that works with pairs of consecutive points. At each step,
the choice of which point we double is made according to the binary expansion of the
multiplier. This is a well-known strategy, but we recall it here for completeness.
Scalar Multiplication Algorithm.
Input: A point P on K with no zero coordinate and an integer n > 1.
Output: The point nP in K.
1. If n is 2, then return DoubleKummer(P ).
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2. Let n0n1 · · ·nk be the binary writing of n, where n0 is the most significant bit
(therefore, it is a 1).
3. Pm = P ; Pp = DoubleKummer(P );
4. For i from 1 to k do
(a) Q = PseudoAddKummer(Pp, Pm, P );
(b) if ni equals 1 then
i. Pp = DoubleKummer(Pp);
ii. Pm = Q;
(c) else
i. Pm = DoubleKummer(Pm);
ii. Pp = Q;
5. Return Pm.
In the PseudoAddKummer algorithm and in the DoubleKummer algorithm, the first
steps are similar, since we start by computing four linear combinations of the squares
of the coordinates for each input. In the scalar multiplication, the input of a doubling
has always been the input of a pseudo-addition before. Therefore it makes sense to
share this computation.
In fact, in the PseudoAddKummer algorithm we break the symmetry of the formulae:
we compute (and store for subsequent application of DoubleKummer)
(x2 +y2 +z2 + t2), y′0(x
2 +y2 −z2 − t2), z′0(x2 −y2 +z2 − t2), t′0(x2 −y2 −z2 + t2)
for the point that will have to be doubled thereafter, and compute (and do not store)
(x2 + y2 + z2 + t2), (x2 + y2 − z2 − t2), (x2 − y2 + z2 − t2), (x2 − y2 − z2 + t2)
for the other point.
Remarking also that the final divisions in the PseudoAddKummer algorithm involve
always the same input, namely the coordinates of P , it is possible to do the precompu-
tation so that this last steps cost only 3 multiplications (remember that we are dealing
with projective coordinates). Therefore the PseudoAddKummer algorithm has a cost of
10 products and 8 squares.
Then the subsequent DoubleKummer algorithm makes use of the precomputed data,
so that only 6 products and 1 square are needed.
Theorem 3.6. Computing n times a point with no zero coordinate in a Kummer surface
that verifies the Genericity Condition 2 amounts to 9 |n|2 squarings and 16 |n|2 prod-
ucts plus a constant number of products for the precomputations, where |n|2 denotes
the size of the binary expansion of n.
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This result can be refined: among the 16 |n|2 products, 6 |n|2 products are multipli-
cations by constants that depend only on the surface and 3 |n|2 products are multipli-
cations by numbers that depend only on the point we want to multiply by n. Therefore
by choosing an appropriate surface, a few multiplications can be saved. Also we can
note that up to 8 operations can be performed simultaneously, so that the depth of the
scalar multiplication circuit is 4 |n|2 times the depth of the multiplication in the base
field, which could be of great importance if some kind of parallelism is available.
Note that for this kind of scalar multiplication algorithm, NAF and other windowing
methods are not possible, but some other speed-up strategies might apply [8].
Remark 3.7. If P is of known odd order p and if P has a coordinate that is zero then
one can double P until the point Q = 2k · P is found to have no zero coordinate. Then
n · P is equal to (n/2k mod p) · Q, and this latter expression can be computed using
Theorem 1. If n is about the same size of p and if we are lucky enough so that k is
small, then the additional cost is negligible.
3.4 Nodes of the Kummer surface – two-torsion
With our equation for K = Ka,b,c,d, the 16 following points are the nodes of K:
(a, b, c, d), (a, b,−c,−d), (a,−b, c,−d), (a,−b,−c, d),
(b, a, d, c), (b, a,−d,−c), (b,−a, d,−c), (b,−a,−d, c),
(c, d, a, b), (c, d,−a,−b), (c,−d, a,−b), (c,−d,−a, b),
(d, c, b, a), (d, c,−b,−a), (d,−c, b,−a), (d,−c,−b, a).
They play an important role in the geometry of Kummer surfaces and we refer the
interested reader to [3] and to the references therein. For our purpose, it is important
to remark that these nodes are the two-torsion points of K: when doubled (using for
instance the algorithm DoubleKummer), one gets the point (a, b, c, d) which is the zero
for the pseudo-group law.
The map ϕ of Definition 3.1 from the complex torus C2/(Z2 + ΩZ2) to K sends
the 16 two-torsion points to two-torsion points of K. However, this map is not one-to-
one and only the nodes of the first line are in the image of ϕ. In other words, ϕ has a
(Z/2Z×Z/2Z)-kernel, and this should be kept in mind when trying to build an explicit
map from K to the jacobian of the curve corresponding to the torus in the next section.
In the Kummer surface, adding a two-torsion point is a well defined operation; each
two-torsion point yields a linear map from K to itself that is an involution (see [3]).
With our choice of equation, these maps are really simple. Adding one of the sixteen
points above to a point of K consists in applying to its coordinates the same permut-
ing and sign change as the permuting and sign change that describe the two torsion
point with respect to the neutral (a, b, c, d). For instance, (y,−x,−t, z) is the sum of
(x, y, z, t) and (b,−a,−d, c).
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4 Link with a genus 2 curve
In this section, we will give formulae that relate the Kummer surface and the underlying
genus 2 hyperelliptic curve. For the cryptographic application we will develop in the
next section, this link achieves three goals:
• Having an equation for the curve allows the use of the classical point counting
algorithms.
• The ability to map the point back and forth between the Kummer surface and the
Jacobian gives a security reduction.
• If a cryptographical protocol requires an addition and not only a scalar multiplica-
tion, this map makes it possible (see [16] for analogous concerns in genus 1).
4.1 Several choices
Let Ka,b,c,d be a Kummer surface that verifies the Genericity Condition 2. The first task
is to compute the squares of the six other even Theta constants. This is done through
the formulae of Section 7.3 in the appendix. However, there are eight different choices
that can be made (there are some square roots to take and some symmetries). This is not
a big issue, because different choices give different equations for the underlying curve,
but all these equations represent genus 2 curves that are isomorphic. The important
point is to keep the same choice all along the computation.
For the equation of the curve, we will see that apart from a, b, c, d, we need only to
know the square of the quotient of two additional Theta constants, and that there are
only two choices for that ratio.
However, the explicit map we give from K to the Jacobian of the curve involves
all the Theta constants, and therefore we assume that a consistent choice is made. It
is worth to be noted that the formulae for that map could be rewritten so that they
also require only the knowledge of the same ratio than for the equation of the curve.
Therefore, in principle the choice to be made is only among two and not among 8
possibilities.
Remark 4.1. The work of van Wamelen [18] shows that we can use a different map
ϕ from C2 to P3(C) that makes the Kummer surface and the curve in Rosenhain form
defined over the same base field. This map is slightly more complicated, so we prefer
to stick to the classical one, and have some square roots and symmetries to solve.
4.2 Equation of the underlying curve
Let C be a curve of genus 2 given by an equation y2 = f(x) over C, with f a squarefree
polynomial of degree 5 or 6. In 19-th century, Thomae found explicit formulae relating
the roots of f and some Theta constants of the Jacobian of C with period matrix Ω.
The generalization of these formulae that are of interest for us can be found in [18]. In
order to simplify, we assume that the curve is in Rosenhain form:
y2 = x(x − 1)(x − λ)(x − µ)(x − ν).
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There are several choices for relating λ, µ, ν to Theta constants, that depend on the
choice we make for ordering the roots of f . We present here one of the possibilities,
for which more details are given in appendix.
We shall need the two following additional Theta functions with characteristics:
ϑ8(z) = ϑ[(
1
2
,
1
2
); (0, 0)](z, Ω)
ϑ10(z) = ϑ[(
1
2
,
1
2
); (
1
2
,
1
2
)](z, Ω) ,
and the associated Theta constants are denoted by
e = ϑ8(0), f = ϑ10(0).
Then we have:
λ =
a2c2
b2d2
; µ =
c2e2
d2f2
; ν =
a2e2
b2f2
.
Using the formulae of Section 7.3, we can compute ϑ8(0) and ϑ10(0) (up to a few
choices) from a, b, c, d. In fact these formulae simplify into
e2
f2
=
1 + CD
AB
1 − CD
AB
.
Note that since from a, b, c, d we can compute only the squares of A,B, C, D,
using equations (3.1), the fraction CD/AB is defined up to sign. Changing the sign,
means replacing e2/f2 by f2/e2. As said above, this transformation corresponds to
equations of two isomorphic curves, so we can choose one or the other as long as we
are consistent with this choice all along the computation.
4.3 Mapping point of K into the Jacobian of C
Once we have an equation for the curve C associated to K, a natural question is to give
an explicit function that maps the points of K to classes of divisors in the Jacobian of
C, for instance in their Mumford representation.
Again, although all of this is based on transcendental functions, in the end the map
can be made algebraic, and even rational, up to the inherent obstruction that tells that
we can not decide between a divisor and its opposite.
The formulae are obtained from Theorem IIIa.7.6 in [15], and the extension given
by van Wamelen [18], Theorem 7. We shall need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Let a, b, c, d be four scalars that verify the Genericity Condition 2. Then
ϑ7(0)4 6= ϑ9(0)4, ϑ5(0)4 6= ϑ6(0)4, and ϑ8(0)4 6= ϑ10(0)4.
Proof. We have already seen in the previous section that using the formulae of Sec-
tion 7.3 we can express the ratio ϑ8(0)2/ϑ10(0)2 in terms of A, B, C and D:
ϑ8(0)2
ϑ10(0)2
=
AB + CD
AB − CD ,
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where the denominators are non-zero by Genericity Condition 1. If we had ϑ8(0)4 =
ϑ10(0)4, that would imply that AB + CD = ±(AB − CD), which in turns implies
AB = 0 or CD = 0. This contradicts Genericity Condition 2. Similarly one deduces
from the formulae of Section 7.3 that
ϑ7(0)2
ϑ9(0)2
=
AC + BD
AC − BD and
ϑ5(0)2
ϑ6(0)2
=
AD + BC
AD − BC ,
and the result follows.
Let Ka,b,c,d be a Kummer surface that verifies Genericity Condition 2 and assume
that we have computed all the squares of Theta constants (making a choice for the
square roots and symmetries involved). Let P = (x, y, z, t) be a point on Ka,b,c,d, that
is not a node. Then using the formulae of Section 7.4 of the appendix, it is possible
to compute ϑi(z)2 for all i ∈ [5, 16], corresponding to (x, y, z, t) = (ϑi(z))i=1,2,3,4;
Lemma 4.2 guarantees that no denominator vanishes.
Then, let us define
u0 = λ
ϑ8(0)2ϑ14(z)2
ϑ10(0)2ϑ16(z)2
,
and
u1 = (λ − 1)
ϑ5(0)2ϑ13(z)2
ϑ10(0)2ϑ16(z)2
− u0 − 1.
Then the polynomial u(x) = x2 + u1x + u0 is the first polynomial in the Mumford
representation of the divisor DP corresponding to P . For a given u-polynomial, there
are up to four v-polynomials that yield a valid Mumford representation of a divisor in
the Jacobian of C. These four choices are grouped into two pairs of opposite divisors.
Since the Jacobian is a degree 2 cover of the Kummer surface, one should be able to
decide which pair of opposite divisors is the real image of the point P . Generically,
giving the square of the constant term of v(x) = v1x + v0 is enough to decide. Here is
the formula for v20 in terms of Theta functions:
v20 = −
ϑ41ϑ
4
3ϑ
2
8ϑ14(z)
2
(
ϑ22ϑ
2
4ϑ
2
10ϑ16(z)
2
)3
(
ϑ22ϑ
2
3ϑ
4
9ϑ7(z)
2ϑ12(z)
2 + ϑ21ϑ
2
4ϑ
4
7ϑ9(z)
2ϑ11(z)
2
+ 2ϑ21ϑ
2
2ϑ
2
3ϑ
2
4
(
ϑ1(z)
2ϑ3(z)
2 + ϑ2(z)
2ϑ4(z)
2
)
− 2ϑ1ϑ2ϑ3ϑ4ϑ1(z)ϑ2(z)ϑ3(z)ϑ4(z)
(
ϑ21ϑ
2
3 + ϑ
2
2ϑ
2
4
)
)
,
where we have noted ϑi instead of ϑi(0) for readability.
At first sight, this formula involves not only the squares of the Theta functions and
Theta constants but also the functions and constants themselves. However, it is easily
checked that this only occurs in the last line of the formula, and that using the fact
that the point P lies on the Kummer surface, the equation of Ka,b,c,d allows to rewrite
everything in terms of squares. We prefer to leave it in this simpler form, since in our
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case, for indices 1, 2, 3, 4, the Theta functions and the Theta constants are known, and
not only their squares.
Finally, a formula for v1 in terms of v0, u0 and u1 can be deduced from the fact
that u(x) should divide v2(x) − f(x). Therefore we have formed a map from K to
the Jacobian of C that maps a point P on K to a divisor DP , up to a sign choice, that
corresponds to choosing between DP and −DP .
Degenerate case If no Theta constant vanishes, the map is undefined in the case
where ϑ16(z) is zero. This corresponds to the case where the image of the map is a
divisor for which the u-polynomial in the Mumford representation is of degree less
than 2. Then the formula is now
u0 =
λϑ8(0)2ϑ14(z)2
(λ − 1)ϑ5(0)2ϑ13(z)2 − λϑ8(0)2ϑ14(z)2
.
The Mumford representation of the divisor is then 〈x + u0,±
√
f(−u0)〉.
Two-torsion In our formulae, we just use the squares of the coordinates of the point
of K, therefore adding a two-torsion point of the first line in 3.4 does not change the
image divisor, since only two signs are switched. Hence the map that we have just
described has a (Z/2Z × Z/2Z)-kernel. This kernel is dual to the kernel of ϕ, in the
sense that the composition of ϕ and our algebraic formulae has a (Z/2Z)4-kernel. In
fact this compositum is just the multiplication by 2 on the complex torus, identified
with the Jacobian of C.
If one wants to do back and forward computations of the maps and remain consis-
tent, then care should be taken of this additional multiplication by 2.
Inverting the map Having the formulae for a map from Ka,b,c,d to the Jacobian of C,
it is possible to derive an algorithm for mapping a divisor on the Jacobian into Ka,b,c,d.
Indeed, since the formulae are algebraic formulae, inverting the map reduces to solving
a system of polynomial equations. This can be done using resultants.
5 Application to cryptography
Up to now, everything has been made over the field of complex numbers. For crypto-
graphic applications, it is first required to consider finite fields.
5.1 Validity of the formulae over finite fields
Let Fq be a finite field of odd characteristic with q elements, and let a, b, c, d be four
elements of Fq that verify the Genericity Condition 2. In order to be able to compute
the equation of the curve corresponding to Ka,b,c,d, we need to take square roots. This
is not always possible over a field that is not algebraically closed.
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Rationality Condition 1. Let a, b, c, d be four elements of a field k that verify the
Genericity Condition 2. They are said to verify the Rationality Condition 1 if the
corresponding value C
2D2
A2B2
defined by the formulae (3.1) is a square in k.
From now on, we assume that a, b, c, d verify the Rationality Condition 1 over Fq,
and that a choice has been made for the corresponding square root, so that an equation
is given for C over Fq.
In order to apply our pseudo-group formulae to Ka,b,c,d, we need to check that they
make sense over Fq. This is deduced from the following construction that is done only
in theory and does not require additional computation. We want to find a curve C over
a number field K, and a prime ideal p in OK with residue field Fq, such that C and its
Jacobian have good reduction modulo p and that C reduces to C.
Then each time we want to apply a pseudo-group algorithm in Ka,b,c,d over Fq,
we consider the divisors in the Jacobian of C that correspond to the points we give in
input to the formula. These divisors can be lifted as divisors on the Jacobian of C over
an algebraic extension L of K. Since L can be embedded in C, the formulae for the
pseudo-group law make sense over L and then the resulting divisor can be reduced to
Fq. The curve C and its Jacobian have good reduction so that the formulae for the group
law commute with the reduction map, and also the formulae for the pseudo-group law.
Hence the problem is to find such a lifted curve C. In the case where C is ordinary, a
natural choice is the canonical lift that also preserves the endomorphism ring. The other
cases are not so important for cryptographic applications but heuristically, a random lift
has good reduction, so that we can choose several lifts until one is found that has good
reduction (in that case, a few computations are needed).
5.2 Orders of points in a Kummer surface over a finite field
Let Fq be a finite field of odd characteristic with q elements. Let K = Ka,b,c,d be a
Kummer surface over Fq that verifies the Genericity Condition 2 and the Rationality
Condition 1. We assume that the underlying curve C is ordinary so that the pseudo-
group law formulae are valid over Fq.
Since we are dealing with finite objects, the set of points of K defined over Fq is
finite. Hence we can define the order of a point as the smallest non-zero integer n such
that n times the point gives (a, b, c, d), which plays the role of zero in K.
Let P be a point of K defined over Fq. Using the map explicitly described in Sec-
tion 4.3, one can pull back P to a divisor D on the Jacobian of C. In general D will not
be defined over Fq but over Fq2 (as can be seen for instance from the fact that we have to
compute the square root of v20). Let σ be the non-trivial field automorphism of Fq2 fixing
Fq. By definition of the Kummer surface, one has σ ({D,−D}) = {D,−D}, so that
σ(D) is either D or −D. In the first case, D is defined over Fq. Let us now concentrate
on the second case where it is defined over Fq2 . For that we introduce a quadratic twist
C̃ of C. Assume that the equation of C is in the form y2 = f(x), then we can take an
equation of the form κy2 = f(x) for C̃, where κ is any quadratic non-residue. The map
φ from the Jacobian of C to the Jacobian of C̃ given by 〈u(x), v(x)〉 7→ 〈u(x),√κv(x)〉
is an isomorphism of abelian varieties that sends D to a divisor φ(D) which is defined
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over Fq (since it is stable by σ). We have thus shown that an Fq-point of a Kummer sur-
face can be pulled back to an Fq-divisor on the Jacobian of the corresponding curve or
on the Jacobian of its twist. Since this pullback commutes with the multiplication-by-n
maps, we deduce the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Let P be a point of a Kummer surface K defined over Fq with conditions
as above. Let Q be a point on the Jacobian of C or of its twist whose image in K is P .
Then the order of P in K is the order of Q.
5.3 Kummer-based cryptosystems
The formulae for mapping points between a Kummer surface and the associated Jaco-
bian are not so simple. In several protocols, however, only the scalar multiplication and
no addition is needed. This is the case for a classical Diffie-Hellmann key-exchange
or any modern authenticated or password-based or multi-party variant. This is also the
case for El-Gamal signature or encryption schemes in the version where one uses hash
functions to replace additions with exclusive ors (thus relying on the Random Oracle
Hypothesis). For all these protocols, there is no need at all to consider the underlying
curve, except during the generation of parameters, in order to do the point-counting.
Thereafter, everything is done in the Kummer surface and the complicated formulae
for the map to the curve do not need to be implemented.
The generation of parameters can follow these lines:
1. Choose the base field Fq of odd characteristic;
2. Repeat
(a) Choose random (a, b, c, d) verifying the Genericity Condition 2 and the Ra-
tionality Condition 1.
(b) Compute the characteristic polynomial of the curve C associated to Ka,b,c,d.
Until the group order of the Jacobian of C or of its twist is 16 times a prime p.
3. Pick random points with no zero coordinate in K until one is found that has
order p.
The most complicated task is the point-counting, that can be done using a Schoof-
like algorithm [6] or Kedlaya’s algorithm [9] if the characteristic is small enough. The
complex multiplication approach [19] is also compatible with this approach.
Remark 5.2. The Genericity Condition 2 imposes a condition which is of codimen-
sion 1 in the space of moduli. The practical meaning is that the proportion of tuples
(a, b, c, d) that verify the Genericity Condition 2 is in 1 − O(1/q). The Rationality
Condition 1 is verified in approximately one half of those tuples.
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5.4 Security
Thanks to the explicit map between a Kummer surface and the Jacobian of the as-
sociated curve, the discrete logarithm problem in Kummer surfaces is easily seen to
be polynomial time equivalent to the discrete logarithm problem in the corresponding
Jacobian (this equivalence is already shown in [17]). The fact that the map does not
preserve the 2-torsion does not raise any problem, since the discrete logarithm on this
part of the group is easy.
With this equivalence, it suffices to choose q (and hence p ≈ q2/16) of adequate
size to counter the Pollard Rho attack which is the best known method for Jacobians of
genus 2 curves with no additional structure.
5.5 Efficiency
The cost of the scalar multiplication is very low compared to the state of the art in
explicit formulae for odd characteristic genus 2 arithmetic, since we need only 25 mul-
tiplications per bit. For instance in [13], using classical affine coordinates, an addition
requires 1 inversion, 22 multiplications and 3 squares, and a doubling requires 1 inver-
sion, 22 multiplications and 5 squares. If one wants to avoid inversions, then the mixed
coordinates approach of [13] gives 34 multiplications and 7 squares for addition and 48
multiplications and 4 squares for doubling. The Montgomery ladder approach of [5]
gives 62 |n|2 multiplications and 7 |n|2 squares for a multiplication by n. We conclude
that our formulae improve on the current best formulae for genus 2 arithmetic.
On the other hand, the size of the base field must be enlarged by 2 bits for equivalent
security, since a cofactor of 16 in the group order is mandatory for the Kummer surface
to be defined over Fq. We believe that these two bits are more than compensated by the
speed of the scalar multiplication.
As an additional feature, we may note that the scalar multiplication in the Kum-
mer surface is a Montgomery ladder, so that there is a built-in resistance against side
channel analysis. More hacks, like point compression can of course be added.
Comparison with elliptic curves For elliptic curves, the cost of scalar multiplica-
tion using a Montgomery ladder is 10 multiplications per bit, with a base field which
is twice as large as for genus 2 curves. In the range of parameters that correspond to
cryptographic applications, the arithmetic in the base field is implemented using the
school-book algorithm or using Karatsuba’s trick. Therefore the cost of a multiplica-
tion is expected to be multiplied by at least 3, when the size is doubled, and 3 × 10 is
higher than 25. So we expect that with our formulae, a genus 2 cryptosystem is faster
than an elliptic curve cryptosystem if a Montgomery ladder is used. We won’t say more
in the general case, where the ratio between the costs of inversion and multiplication
should be taken into account and in the end this depends very much on a particular
implementation.
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5.6 An example curve
We consider the finite field F353 = F3[t]/(t
53 − t4 − t3 − t2 + 1). After a few trials, the
following parameters have been found to be suitable: Let a, b, c, d be defined by
a = t7, b = t5, c = t3, d = t432.
Then the genus 2 curve associated to K = Ka,b,c,d is defined over Fq and the charac-
teristic polynomial of its Jacobian (or its twist) is given by
s1 = 7810481952544, s2 = 38366199614160282937179494.
Therefore its group order is 16p where p is the 164-bit prime
p = 23481888288342804239694441280911210769617546128273.
It is then easy to find a point on K that has order p and can be used as a generator for
the key-exchange protocols.
This curve is not “random” in the sense that we choosed parameters a, b, c, d so that
they can be easily written on paper. But to our knowledge it has no special structure
except the special form of the group order of its Jacobian.
For this example, the point-counting was done using Kedlaya’s algorithm within the
Magma computer algebra system [1].
6 Conclusion and further work
We have presented very efficient formulae for genus 2 arithmetic, that are based on
duplication and addition formulae of Theta functions. There are still some drawbacks
to our method, that could be addressed in future work:
• The equation we use for the Kummer surface is defined over the same base field
as the two-torsion points. There exist equations for the Kummer surface that are
defined over the same base field as the curve [3], but the group law is then more
expensive [5]. There might be a compromise between those two situations.
• An extension to characteristic 2 is problematic; our formulae rely heavily on (2, 2)-
isogenies, and these objects behave differently in characteristic 2.
Note: Since there are quite a few formulae in this paper, the risk of a typographical er-
ror is high. Such an error could be very annoying for the reader who wants to use these
formulae. Therefore, as a double check, we provide a Magma source file (available at
http://www.loria.fr/˜gaudry/publis/kummer.mag) that contains the
few functions that make it possible to reproduce the computations that are described
here.
7 Appendix: Some formulae for Theta functions in genus 2
The formulae that we recall in this section are well known and can be found in several
places, including nineteen’s century work. In the literature, these formulae are some-
times given in very general form, or using notations that are not easy to relate to ours.
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That is the reason why we put them here for the convenience of the reader, with our
notations and specialized to the genus 2 case.
A reference for the duplication formulae is [7], page 141, Corollary of Theorem 2
of Chapter IV. The other formulae that are given here are easy consequences of the
Frobenius’ theta formula that can be found in Section 7 of Chapter IIIa in [15].
7.1 Numbering of Theta functions
We use the following numbering for the Theta functions, where the 10 even Theta
functions come first. The first 4 Theta functions (resp. Theta constants if z = 0) are
called the fundamental Theta functions (resp. fundamental Theta constants).
ϑ1(z) = ϑ[(0, 0); (0, 0)](z, Ω)
ϑ2(z) = ϑ[(0, 0); (
1
2
, 1
2
)](z, Ω)
ϑ3(z) = ϑ[(0, 0); (
1
2
, 0)](z, Ω)
ϑ4(z) = ϑ[(0, 0); (0,
1
2
)](z, Ω)
ϑ5(z) = ϑ[(
1
2
, 0); (0, 0)](z, Ω)
ϑ6(z) = ϑ[(
1
2
, 0); (0, 1
2
)](z, Ω)
ϑ7(z) = ϑ[(0,
1
2
); (0, 0)](z, Ω)
ϑ8(z) = ϑ[(
1
2
, 1
2
); (0, 0)](z, Ω)
ϑ9(z) = ϑ[(0,
1
2
); ( 1
2
, 0)](z, Ω)
ϑ10(z) = ϑ[(
1
2
, 1
2
); ( 1
2
, 1
2
)](z, Ω)
ϑ11(z) = ϑ[(0,
1
2
); (0, 1
2
)](z, Ω)
ϑ12(z) = ϑ[(0,
1
2
); ( 1
2
, 1
2
)](z, Ω)
ϑ13(z) = ϑ[(
1
2
, 0); ( 1
2
, 0)](z, Ω)
ϑ14(z) = ϑ[(
1
2
, 1
2
); ( 1
2
, 0)](z, Ω)
ϑ15(z) = ϑ[(
1
2
, 0); ( 1
2
, 1
2
)](z, Ω)
ϑ16(z) = ϑ[(
1
2
, 1
2
); (0, 1
2
)](z, Ω).
For the duplication and addition formulae we also need the 4 Theta functions ϑ1,
ϑ5, ϑ7, ϑ8 that are evaluated at 2Ω. Since they play a dual role to ϑ1, ϑ2, ϑ3, ϑ4, we
renumber them and use the Θ symbol to mark the fact that they are evaluated at the
isogenous abelian variety.
Θ1(z) = ϑ[(0, 0); (0, 0)](z, 2Ω)
Θ2(z) = ϑ[(
1
2
, 1
2
); (0, 0)](z, 2Ω)
Θ3(z) = ϑ[(0,
1
2
); (0, 0)](z, 2Ω)
Θ4(z) = ϑ[(
1
2
, 0); (0, 0)](z, 2Ω).
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7.2 Duplication and addition formulae
The main formulae on which this work relies are the following:
ϑ1(z)ϑ1(0) = Θ1(z)
2 + Θ2(z)
2 + Θ3(z)
2 + Θ4(z)
2
ϑ2(z)ϑ2(0) = Θ1(z)
2 + Θ2(z)
2 − Θ3(z)2 − Θ4(z)2
ϑ3(z)ϑ3(0) = Θ1(z)
2 − Θ2(z)2 + Θ3(z)2 − Θ4(z)2
ϑ4(z)ϑ4(0) = Θ1(z)
2 − Θ2(z)2 − Θ3(z)2 + Θ4(z)2,
(7.1)
and
4Θ1(2z)Θ1(0) = ϑ1(z)
2 + ϑ2(z)
2 + ϑ3(z)
2 + ϑ4(z)
2
4Θ2(2z)Θ2(0) = ϑ1(z)
2 + ϑ2(z)
2 − ϑ3(z)2 − ϑ4(z)2
4Θ3(2z)Θ3(0) = ϑ1(z)
2 − ϑ2(z)2 + ϑ3(z)2 − ϑ4(z)2
4Θ4(2z)Θ4(0) = ϑ1(z)
2 − ϑ2(z)2 − ϑ3(z)2 + ϑ4(z)2 .
(7.2)
And for all vectors z and z′ in C2, we have
ϑ1(z + z
′)ϑ1(z − z′) = Θ1(2z)Θ1(2z′) + Θ2(2z)Θ2(2z′)
+ Θ3(2z)Θ3(2z
′) + Θ4(2z)Θ4(2z
′)
ϑ2(z + z
′)ϑ2(z − z′) = Θ1(2z)Θ1(2z′) + Θ2(2z)Θ2(2z′)
− Θ3(2z)Θ3(2z′) − Θ4(2z)Θ4(2z′)
ϑ3(z + z
′)ϑ3(z − z′) = Θ1(2z)Θ1(2z′) − Θ2(2z)Θ2(2z′)
+ Θ3(2z)Θ3(2z
′) − Θ4(2z)Θ4(2z′)
ϑ4(z + z
′)ϑ4(z − z′) = Θ1(2z)Θ1(2z′) − Θ2(2z)Θ2(2z′)
− Θ3(2z)Θ3(2z′) + Θ4(2z)Θ4(2z′),
(7.3)
and
4Θ1(z + z
′)Θ1(z − z′) = ϑ1(z)ϑ1(z′) + ϑ2(z)ϑ2(z′) + ϑ3(z)ϑ3(z′) + ϑ4(z)ϑ4(z′)
4Θ2(z + z
′)Θ2(z − z′) = ϑ1(z)ϑ1(z′) + ϑ2(z)ϑ2(z′) − ϑ3(z)ϑ3(z′) − ϑ4(z)ϑ4(z′)
4Θ3(z + z
′)Θ3(z − z′) = ϑ1(z)ϑ1(z′) − ϑ2(z)ϑ2(z′) + ϑ3(z)ϑ3(z′) − ϑ4(z)ϑ4(z′)
4Θ4(z + z
′)Θ4(z − z′) = ϑ1(z)ϑ1(z′) − ϑ2(z)ϑ2(z′) − ϑ3(z)ϑ3(z′) + ϑ4(z)ϑ4(z′).
(7.4)
Note the pretty symmetry and the ubiquity of the main orthogonal matrix.
7.3 Squares of Theta constants in terms of fundamental Theta’s
We have the following equations that follow directly from Frobenius identities:
ϑ5(0)4 + ϑ6(0)4 = ϑ1(0)4 − ϑ2(0)4 − ϑ3(0)4 + ϑ4(0)4
ϑ5(0)2ϑ6(0)2 = ϑ1(0)2ϑ4(0)2 − ϑ2(0)2ϑ3(0)2.
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From these equations, we deduce that there are 4 solutions for ϑ5(0)2, and then ϑ6(0)2
is completely determined.
Unfortunately, ϑ7(0)2 is not uniquely determined from the fundamental theta con-
stants and ϑ5(0)2. The most useful relation we can deduce from Frobenius identities
is:
ϑ7(0)
4 = ϑ3(0)
4 − ϑ4(0)4 + ϑ5(0)4.
Hence there are 2 solutions for ϑ7(0)2. Then the other Theta constants are completely
determined using the following formulae:
ϑ8(0)2 = (ϑ1(0)2ϑ5(0)2 − ϑ4(0)2ϑ6(0)2)/ϑ7(0)2
ϑ9(0)2 = (ϑ1(0)2ϑ3(0)2 − ϑ2(0)2ϑ4(0)2)/ϑ7(0)2
ϑ10(0)2 = (ϑ2(0)2ϑ5(0)2 − ϑ3(0)2ϑ6(0)2)/ϑ7(0)2.
The pair (ϑ5(0), ϑ6(0)) plays a particular role in our formulae. However, it can be
replaced by (ϑ8(0), ϑ10(0)) or by (ϑ7(0), ϑ9(0)), and we have analogous formulae:
ϑ8(0)4 + ϑ10(0)4 = ϑ1(0)4 + ϑ2(0)4 − ϑ3(0)4 − ϑ4(0)4
ϑ8(0)2ϑ10(0)2 = ϑ1(0)2ϑ2(0)2 − ϑ3(0)2ϑ4(0)2,
ϑ7(0)4 + ϑ9(0)4 = −ϑ1(0)4 + ϑ2(0)4 − ϑ3(0)4 + ϑ4(0)4
ϑ7(0)2ϑ9(0)2 = ϑ1(0)2ϑ3(0)2 − ϑ2(0)2ϑ4(0)2.
From the Frobenius identities, we can get only relations between squares of Theta
constants. Therefore, there is no way to get information on the Theta constants them-
selves. Usually only their squares are needed anyway.
7.4 Theta functions in terms of fundamental Theta’s
By combining two appropriate Frobenius identities, one gets the following expressions
for the squares of non-fundamental Theta functions. In this section, for readability we
note simply ϑi for the Theta constant ϑi(0).
ϑ5(z)
2 =
ϑ3(z)2ϑ28ϑ
2
9 + ϑ2(z)
2ϑ27ϑ
2
10 − ϑ4(z)2ϑ29ϑ210 − ϑ1(z)2ϑ27ϑ28
ϑ49 − ϑ47
ϑ6(z)
2 =
ϑ4(z)2ϑ27ϑ
2
8 + ϑ1(z)
2ϑ29ϑ
2
10 − ϑ3(z)2ϑ27ϑ210 − ϑ2(z)2ϑ28ϑ29
ϑ47 − ϑ49
ϑ7(z)
2 =
ϑ4(z)2ϑ26ϑ
2
8 + ϑ2(z)
2ϑ25ϑ
2
10 − ϑ3(z)2ϑ26ϑ210 − ϑ1(z)2ϑ25ϑ28
ϑ46 − ϑ45
ϑ8(z)
2 =
ϑ4(z)2ϑ26ϑ
2
7 + ϑ3(z)
2ϑ25ϑ
2
9 − ϑ2(z)2ϑ26ϑ29 − ϑ1(z)2ϑ25ϑ27
ϑ49 − ϑ47
ϑ9(z)
2 =
ϑ3(z)2ϑ25ϑ
2
8 + ϑ1(z)
2ϑ26ϑ
2
10 − ϑ4(z)2ϑ25ϑ210 − ϑ2(z)2ϑ26ϑ28
ϑ48 − ϑ410
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ϑ10(z)
2 =
ϑ2(z)2ϑ25ϑ
2
7 + ϑ1(z)
2ϑ26ϑ
2
9 − ϑ4(z)2ϑ25ϑ29 − ϑ3(z)2ϑ26ϑ27
ϑ47 − ϑ49
ϑ11(z)
2 =
ϑ3(z)2ϑ25ϑ
2
10 + ϑ1(z)
2ϑ26ϑ
2
8 − ϑ4(z)2ϑ25ϑ28 − ϑ2(z)2ϑ26ϑ210
ϑ46 − ϑ45
ϑ12(z)
2 =
ϑ4(z)2ϑ26ϑ
2
10 + ϑ2(z)
2ϑ25ϑ
2
8 − ϑ3(z)2ϑ26ϑ28 − ϑ1(z)2ϑ25ϑ210
ϑ48 − ϑ410
ϑ13(z)
2 =
ϑ3(z)2ϑ27ϑ
2
8 + ϑ2(z)
2ϑ29ϑ
2
10 − ϑ4(z)2ϑ27ϑ210 − ϑ1(z)2ϑ28ϑ29
ϑ47 − ϑ49
ϑ14(z)
2 =
ϑ4(z)2ϑ26ϑ
2
9 + ϑ3(z)
2ϑ25ϑ
2
7 − ϑ2(z)2ϑ26ϑ27 − ϑ1(z)2ϑ25ϑ29
ϑ47 − ϑ49
ϑ15(z)
2 =
ϑ3(z)2ϑ29ϑ
2
10 + ϑ2(z)
2ϑ27ϑ
2
8 − ϑ4(z)2ϑ28ϑ29 − ϑ1(z)2ϑ27ϑ210
ϑ47 − ϑ49
ϑ16(z)
2 =
ϑ4(z)2ϑ25ϑ
2
7 + ϑ3(z)
2ϑ26ϑ
2
9 − ϑ2(z)2ϑ25ϑ29 − ϑ1(z)2ϑ26ϑ27
ϑ47 − ϑ49
.
7.5 Rosenhain form
From Theorem IIIa.7.6 of [15], we can deduce explicit formulae relating Rosenhain
invariants to Theta constants (see also [18]). Since there is some choice, we give some
details on the ordering we choose. The finite branch points are
B = {ν, µ, λ, 1, 0},
in this order, so that the set U of “odd” branch points is
U = {ν, λ, 0}.
Taking appropriate sets V in equation (20) of [18], we readily get
λ =
ϑ1(0)2ϑ3(0)2
ϑ2(0)2ϑ4(0)2
, µ =
ϑ3(0)2ϑ8(0)2
ϑ4(0)2ϑ10(0)2
, ν =
ϑ1(0)2ϑ8(0)2
ϑ2(0)2ϑ10(0)2
.
The following expressions for differences of branch points are also useful to simplify
the expressions for the map between K and the Jacobian of C.
λ − 1 = ϑ7(0)
2ϑ9(0)2
ϑ2(0)2ϑ4(0)2
, µ − 1 = ϑ5(0)
2ϑ9(0)2
ϑ4(0)2ϑ10(0)2
, ν − 1 = ϑ5(0)
2ϑ7(0)2
ϑ2(0)2ϑ10(0)2
,
µ − λ = ϑ3(0)
2ϑ6(0)2ϑ9(0)2
ϑ2(0)2ϑ4(0)2ϑ10(0)2
, ν − λ = ϑ1(0)
2ϑ6(0)2ϑ7(0)2
ϑ2(0)2ϑ4(0)2ϑ10(0)2
,
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ν − µ = ϑ5(0)
2ϑ6(0)2ϑ8(0)2
ϑ2(0)2ϑ4(0)2ϑ10(0)2
.
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